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Abstract
The unemployment path in the United States in the last forty years can be
signi¯cantly explained by the evolution of excessive real wages. An estimation
of the evolution of market-clearing wages is presented and its di®erence with ob-
served average wages - thewage gap - is shown to track signi¯cantly the path of the
unemployment rate. Asidefrom emphasizing unemployment as an involuntary phe-
nomenon, the neoclassical nature of the labor demand function used casts doubts
with respect to e®ectiveness of aggregate demand policies, contrasting with some
natural rate theories whose labor demand side provides room for extensive demand
shocks. In this context, a fall in real wages appears as the key mechanism to
generate a rise in aggregate employment.
JEL: E24, E32, J23.
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11 Introduction
The evolution of wages and unemployment during the last 30 years in OECD countries
(depicted in Figures 1 and 2) has dominated research e®orts in the trade, macro and
labor literatures and generated increasing concern among policy makers. According to
Gordon (1995): "The persistence of high unemployment rates dominates European policy
discussions, whereas Americaneconomists are increasingly concernedwiththeslow growth
rate of real wages and the large increase in the dispersion of incomes." In fact, in the
United States the main focus has been on the stagnation of average wages since the mid
1970s and specially the rise in wage inequality since the late 1970s. In the familiar
trade and wages debate, the emphasis is on whether globalization or technological change
have been the driving forces behind the evolution of real wages and wage dispersion.
The literature on unemployment has focused on the determinants of high and persistent
unemployment rates, with special emphasis on explaining the di®erent unemployment
experiences of OECD countries.
[Insert Figure 1]
[Insert Figure 2]
In this context, theories of natural or equilibrium rate of unemployment that empha-
size unemployment as an involuntary phenomenon have been developed out of two main
building blocks. The ¯rst is a downward sloping labor demand or price-setting curve
where employment and price decisions are taken by ¯rms. The second building block is
an upward sloping wage-setting curve aimed to explain why wages in equilibrium may not
be at their full-employment level. The interaction of both curves determine the employ-
ment (or unemployment) level and the real wage supporting it.1 In general, the literature
has focused either a) on the determinants of cross-country di®erences in unemployment
1See Layard, Nickel and Jackman (1991), Phelps (1994) and Blanchard and Katz (1997) for some
representative natural rate models.
2rates where the determinants of the wage-setting curve play a signi¯cant role or b) in
the time series evolution of the unemployment rate where variations in the labor demand
curve seem to play a mayor role. As Bean (1994) shows, studies of unemployment have
highlighted, among other things, the role of contractionary demand policies; increases in
union power and unemployment bene¯ts; increases in the price markup due to higher in-
terest rates; and di®erences between productivity growth and workers expectations. The
identi¯cation of the nature of unemployment becomes crucial in determining the policies
that can a®ect it.
This paper provides evidence that the evolution of unemployment in the U.S. in the
last 40 years has been signi¯cantly determined by the evolution of the wage gap, de¯ned
as the di®erence between observed and full-employment wages. Like natural rate theo-
ries, it emphasizes unemployment as an involuntary phenomenon. However, the crucial
di®erence with the existing literature rests on the neoclassical nature of the labor demand
curve, derived from the maximization process of ¯rms operating in perfectly competitive
markets. In a context where the real wage/employment locus belongs to the labor de-
mand function of ¯rms participating in perfectly competitive markets, aggregate demand
shocks cannot a®ect the determinants of the demand for labor (productivity, capital stock
and relative prices), at least inthe short run. Consequently, the role of aggregate demand
shocks in explaining the evolution of unemployment is dubious and the space for e®ective
demand policies weakens. A fall in real wages becomes the fundamental mechanism to
generate a rise in aggregate employment. This amounts to a supply-side explanation for
unemployment.
This explanation contrasts with those of many natural rate theories that have rejected
the neoclassical labor demand curve as the locus where employment decisions by ¯rms are
taken. As Phelps (1994) observes "The other problem to be met [in developing a natural
rate theory] was to release the demand side of the labor market from the marginal pro-
ductivity straightjacket of the neoclassical aggregative school." Layard et al., (1991) are
less radical but more explicit: "we prefer to think of the 'price equation' as representing a
3locus of price-employment combinations consistent with pro¯t-maximization behavior by
monopolistically competitive ¯rms." Alternative models of labor demand determination
include some where ¯rms take employment decisions based on inter-temporal considera-
tions; where the markup over marginal costs varies with the product demand; or where
product prices are set before employment decisions are taken. In all cases, demand poli-
cies can a®ect the labor demand curve through variations in interest rates or by directly
a®ecting aggregate demand.2 Indeed, as Phelps (1994) acknowledges, some policy im-
plications of natural rate theories are similar to those of traditional Keynesian theories.
However, this is merely coincidence, for the nature of unemployment in the two cases is
radically di®erent.
[Insert Figure 3]
In terms of Figure 3, the paper estimates the extent to which we can explain the
evolution of unemployment (L1 ¡ L0)=L1 with an estimate of the evolution of the wage
gap w0=we, where the labor demand curve is neoclassical. A multi-sector general equilib-
rium model is developed with ¯rms operating in perfectly competitive product and factor
markets. An expression for the evolution of constant-unemployment wages for any given
set of shocks to exogenous variables is derived and estimated using measures of observed
sectorial productivity growth, relative price changes, capital accumulation and labor force
growth. It is shown that deviations of the wage rate from its market-clearing path can
explain a substantial portion of the variation in U.S. unemployment rates over the last 40
years. This association holds not only for short-run °uctuations but also for medium-run
trends. These results imply that a neoclassical labor demand curve cannot be easily re-
jected, as is proposed by some natural rate theories. However, the role of demand shocks
in certain episodes cannot be ruled out. Therefore, the paper does not constitute a test
against demand-drivenunemployment. Nevertheless, it does suggest that excessive wages
2See Nickell (1990).
4measured along a neoclassical labor demand curve can explain a substantial portion of
the variation in aggregate employment.
Asecondfundamental issue in anexplanationof unemployment based on excessive real
wages is related to the nature of excessive wages. Natural rate theories emphasize several
mechanisms by which an upward-sloping curve between real wages and employment (not
a labor supply curve) exists. E±ciency wages, unions, workers' bargaining power or
unemployment bene¯ts can explain why equilibrium real wages { higher than the supply
price of labor { fail to clear the labor market. The speci¯c explanation for why wages are
above their market-clearing level may a®ect the concept of excessive real wages. It may
be the case that ¯rms have incentives to pay wages higher than their opportunity cost in
order to increase productivity. In this case, a fall in real wages is not a viable way to
increase aggregate employment. The paper does not focus on explaining the evolution of
the wage gap; instead, it focuses on its implications.3
The association between unemployment and the wage gap presented is similar to the
one popularizedby Bruno and Sachs (1985) to explain the stagnation ofOECD economies
inthe1970s. Several criticismstotheir approach, bothconceptually andmethodologically,
are found in Bean (1994). As he points out, the wage gap concept is associated with the
use of a labor demand function under perfect competition; hence, it fails to acknowledge
that wages and unemployment are jointly determined by the interaction of wage-setters,
who determine the nominal wage, and ¯rms, which set the nominal price. The results in
this paper show that regardless of the wage-setting structure, the assumption of a labor
3In another paper (Claro 2002) I develop a model which emphasizes the role of sectorial shocks in the
wage-setting process at the industry level, acknowledging the presence of some degree of rent sharing.
In this context, the evolution of the wage gap follows from the asymmetric response of sectorial wages
to sector speci¯c shocks. The paper provides empirical evidence regarding the procyclical pattern
of interindustry wage di®erentials. At the aggregate level, there exists a negative association between
variations in aggregateemployment and the wage gap measured as the di®erence between average observed
wages and market-clearing wages.
5demand derived from ¯rms operating under perfect competition is not only consistent
with the evolution of employment but it also can explain a signi¯cant part of its variation.
Furthermore, Bean argues that studies such as Bruno (1986) and Gordon (1988) tend to
¯ndthat the wage gap had disappearedinmost countries by the mid-eighties. This paper
o®ers contrary evidence, at least for the United States.
A second criticism of the wage gap approach is that it usually fails to explain why
wages are too high. Although relevant, this criticism does not address what I consider
the most signi¯cant di®erence between the wage gap approach and other natural rate
models: namely, the nature of the labor demand curve. The nature of unemployment
and its policy implications depend not only on the reasons behind excessively high wages
but also on the determinants of the labor demand curve.
It is important to point out some limitations of the empirical analysis. First, one
cannot estimate the level of wage overvaluation at any given moment; only an index of
its evolution can be calculated. For example, it is not possible to claim that the 10%
unemployment rate in the United States in 1982 was due to an overvaluation of 30% in
wages; however, we can note that the rise in unemployment from 8% to 10% from 1981 to
1982 is associated with a 5% rise in the wage gap. Second, because it is not possible to
ascertain the precise wage gap, eventual cross-country comparisons of the wage gap and
unemployment are meaningless.
The paper is divided as follows: Section 2 presents a model to determine the factors
a®ecting theevolutionof market-clearingwages. Section 3o®ers theempirical estimation;
and Section 4 concludes.
2 The Model
Consider an economy with j = 1;...;T + 1 sectors of production. T of them produce
tradable goods, which prices are set in international markets. Industry T + 1 produces
an internationally immobile good. There are two factors of production. Labor L is
6mobile across sectors but capital K is sector-speci¯c. Technologies are of constant-
returns-to-scale type, andmarkets are perfectly competitive. The equilibrium is therefore
characterized by a set of zero pro¯t conditions in each sector, a market clearing condition
in the labor market, full capital utilization and market clearing in the market for the
non-tradable good. In each period these equations are given by
a. Zero-pro¯t conditions
Pj = aLjW + aKjrj 8j: (1)




aLiQi + aLNQN: (2)
c. Full capital utilization
Kj = aKjQj 8j: (3)
Thenominalprice ofgood j is Pj whileW andrj represent the nominal wageand rental
rates of sector-speci¯c capital in sector j respectively. aFj represents the requirements of
factor F to produce one unit ofgood j, that is, the inverse of average productivity. Given
the CRS technology assumption, aFj depends on exogenous technological parameters as
well as relative factor prices. Therefore, equation (1) represents the traditional equality
between price and marginal costs.
In (2), L represents aggregate employment. For now, and before introducing the
possibility of unemployment, it is equal to the labor force and it is considered completely
inelastic. This assumption emphasizes the role of changes in labor demand in the em-
ployment cycle, leaving aside changes in labor supply. However, its impact on the results
is minor because the equilibrium in the labor market is established with the intersection
between the labor demand and some wage-setting mechanism. Qj represents output of
good j. Therefore, aLjQj is the demand for labor in each sector, that is a function of
7output, wages, product prices and technology. Kj represents the (sector-speci¯c) stock
of capital in industry j: At any point in time,output is determined by the stock of capital
and the technology available.
To state the non-tradable (NT) market-clearing condition it is necessary to specify a
demand function for NT. Consider a simple demand function derived from the maximiza-
tion problem of the representative individual of her log-linear utility function. In such
case, the consumption level is a constant share of income.4 In this case, the demand for
NT shifts only in response to changes in the value of production of tradable goods.5 The







where ®N is the preference parameter for the non-tradable good.
Expressions (1) to (4) comprise a set of 2T + 4 equations that can solved for 2T + 4
unknowns: the wage level w, T + 1 sector-speci¯c rental rates rj, T + 1 employment
allocations Lj(= aLjKj=aKj) and the equilibrium price for the non-tradable good pN.
Totally di®erentiating (1) we get6
b Pj + d TFPj = µLjc W + µKjb rj (5)
where d TFPj = µKj±Kj + µLj±Lj where ±Fj is the factor-speci¯c technological change
of factor F and µFj is the share of factor F in total costs. Totally di®erentiating (3) and
4The maximization of
P





yields the following ¯rst order condition: cN PN = ®N
1¡®N
P
i2T PiQi. In this case, consumption is a
constant share of total income.
5A second mechanism not considered in this paper is the change in demand for NT due to substitution-
possibilities associated with changes in the real exchange rate. This channel has been widely analyzed
in the literature (see Edwards 1989). In this paper I mainly focus on supply-side mechanisms.
6By the de¯nition of average productivity we know that d aLj = ¡µKj¾j( b w ¡ b rj) ¡ ±Lj and d aKj =
µLj¾j(b w ¡ b rj) ¡ ±Kj where ¾j is the elasticity of substitution between labor and capital in sector j
de¯ned as ¾j = µKj(d aKj ¡ d aLj)=(b w ¡ c Pj). This is the elasticity of the marginal productivity of the
mobile factor, de¯ned as positive.






b Pj + d TFPj ¡ c W
´
+ (±Kj ¡ ±Lj)+ c Kj: (6)
Equation (6) reveals the change in employment in sector j for exogenous change in
product prices, productivity, capital stock and the wage rate. The term (±Kj ¡ ±Lj)
re°ects the e®ect of factor-biased technological change. In the case of the non-tradable
good, PN is endogenously determined. We therefore have to solve for c PN by totally
















b Pi + d TFPi ¡ c W
´¶










i is the share of tradable sector i in total tradable value-added.
We have now all the elements to solve for the change in wages c We consistent with
the full-employment condition (2). Plugging (6) and (7) into the log-di®erence equation
derived from (2) we get












































































i¸Li¾i=µKi and ZN = (µKN +µLN¾N)=¸LN¾N.
Substracting an index of average product prices changes in both sides of (8) we get a
9similar expression with c we being the percentage change in real wages and b pi being the
percentage change in relative prices. From now on, we refer to low-case variables w and
p as real variables.
This expression summarizes the two transmission mechanisms of shocks in tradable
industries to real wages. The ¯rst mechanism re°ects the direct e®ect of shifts in labor
demand intradable sectors at the initial distribution of employment between tradable and
non-tradable sectors. The second mechanism measures the e®ect of shocks to tradable
industries onreal wages through its e®ect on the supply and demand for NT goods. Also,
shocks to non-tradable industries a®ect real wages through their relative impact of NT
supply and demand.
The ¯rst three terms in c wE indicate the e®ect of changes in relative prices of tradable
products on wages. The ¯rst two show the e®ect associated with shifts in NT demand due
an income e®ect, while the third term re°ects relative labor-demand changes in tradable
industries. Productivity changes in tradable sectors are transmitted through similar
channels. The income e®ect of price and productivity changes contains a term associated
withchanges inthevalueofthe initial productionstructure(factorallocation)andanother
term re°ecting the gains due to reallocation of resources across sectors. In the case of
productivity changes, only technological changes associated with capital a®ects output
given the assumption of capital speci¯city.
Variations in capital stock within tradable sectors also have a direct e®ect on wages
via changes in labor demand. There is also an indirect e®ect of changes in NT demand.
Capital accumulation in tradable sectors has an unambiguously positive e®ect on real
wages by raising the marginal productivity of labor. In contrast, the e®ect of capital
accumulation in non-tradable sectors is ambiguous, because the rise in labor demand is
compensated by a fall in non-tradable prices. The ¯nal e®ect depends on the elasticity
of substitution between labor and capital in NT sectors. If ¾N is small enough, capital
accumulation implies a major rise in labor demand that dominates the negative e®ect of
PN fall. Expression (8) also indicates the traditional negative e®ect of a rise in labor
10supply and the e®ect of skilled-bias technological change in tradable sectors.
Finally, productivity changes in non-tradable sectors a®ect the supply of NT goods.
Its impact on wages depend on whether productivity change a®ects the demand for la-
bor. The last three terms in expression c wE can be written as a function of (±KN ¡ ±LN),
revealing that only factor-saving technological change in NT industries a®ects real wages.
Unlike productivity growth in tradable sectors, technological change in NT sectors gen-
erates a shift in output supply that de°ates non-tradable prices, o®setting the e®ect on
labor demand of greater productivity. These two e®ects cancel each other if technological
change is Hicks-neutral, under the assumption that NT consumption is a constant share
of income.
Despite its limitations, expression (8) o®ers evidence that shocks to tradable industries
canhave signi¯cant e®ects on real wagesevenif theirshareintotaloutput andemployment
is small. This holds true even when the most important changes in productivity are in
non-tradable industries. If the latter are mainly Hicks-neutral, their impact onreal wages
may be completely dominated by shocks to tradable sectors.
2.1 Wages and Unemployment
So far, it has been assumed that the labor market clears. Consider now the possibility
that of real wages following a di®erent path from the market-clearing one just described.
Inother words, consider the presence ofa wage-setting mechanism (not modeled)that may
eventually result in a wage level di®erent from the one that supports zero unemployment.
It is not the objective of this paper to study possible causes of such wage gap, but rather
to analyze its potential consequences. As discussed in the introduction, this may limit
the scope of conclusions of the study but it does not prevent us for discussing to what
extent excessive real wages measured along a neo-classical labor demand function can
explain the evolution of unemployment.
It proves useful to decompose the labor force (LF) into three components: LF =
11U + LT + LN where U is the number of people unemployed, and LT and LN equal the
number of people employed in tradable and non-tradable industries respectively. Totally
di®erentiating we get
c LF = ¹b U +¸T c LT + ¸N c LN (9)
where ¹ is the unemployment rate and ¸i is the share of employment in sector i in
total labor force (¹+¸T +¸N = 1). Summing over tradable and non-tradable industries
we get the following change in LT and LN








b Pi + d TFPi ¡ c W
´








c PN + d TFPN ¡ c W
´
+ (±KN ¡ ±LN)+ d KN: (11)
Replacing (7), (10) and (11) into (9) for any change in real wages c w0 yields








¹b U = c wE ¡
ZN
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This is a fundamental result. It states that the change in real wages consistent with a
constant level of unemployment (i.e., b U = 0; all the change in the labor force is absorbed),
c we jU is




Likewise, the percentage change in real wages associated with no change in the unem-
ployment rate, c we j¹; is given by
c we j¹= c wE ¡
ZN
¡
(1 ¡ ¹)c LF: (14)
Both (13) and (14) have similar implications. Variations in aggregate employment are
a positive functionofthedi®erencebetweenchanges inobservedandconstant-unemployment
12wages - the wage gap.7 Let us focus on (14). Wage increases greater than c we j¹ imply an
increase in the rate of unemployment, meaning that given changes in labor demand, ¯rms
are willing to absorb only part of the increase in the labor force. Indeed, the percentage
increase in employment is smaller than the percentage increase in labor force. There-
fore, we should observe increases in the unemployment rate in periods where observed
wage changes are greater than c we j¹, while periods of falling ¹ are periods of change
increases smaller than c we j¹. As expected, the wage increase required to keep U constant
is necessarily smaller than the real wage change consistent with a constant ¹.




(c w0 ¡ c we j¹): (15)
This relationship can be interpreted as the dynamic equivalent of a relationship be-
tween the unemployment rate and the ratio between observed and full employment wages,
as ¯gure 3 shows. Consider the following function ¹ = h(w0=e w) with h0 > 0 and
h(1) = ¹N where ¹N is the frictional rate of unemployment and e w is the wage level that
supports it. Di®erences across time or countries in the function h() may re°ect changes
in the frictional component of the unemployment rate, so that a similar wage gap is con-
sistent with di®erent unemployment rates. Alternatively, variations in the wage elasticity
of labor demand can imply very di®erent employment responses to changes in the wage
gap.
Totally di®erentiating h implies that b ¹ = (h0wo=he w) ¢ (c wo ¡ b e w). If the economy is at
full employment, then by de¯nition the percentage change in e w is exactly equal to c we j¹.
Hence, the coe±cient accompanying (c w0 ¡ c we j¹) on (15) can be interpreted as h0wo=he w.
If unemployment is positive, then c we j¹ is a good proxy for b e w as long as the response
of labor demand to exogenous shocks is not signi¯cantly a®ected by the initial level of
aggregate employment. The stability of the structural parameters of equation (8) over
7The term constant-unemployment wages is written in italics to highlight that it refers to constant
unemployment level in the case of (13) and constant unemployment rate in the case of (14).
13the business cycle makes it reasonable to assume that this is the case.8
In order to interpret causality inequation (15), it is importanttoexamine thedegreeto
which the determinants of market-clearing wages are not a®ected by changes in aggregate
employment conditions. We therefore have to focus on the cyclical properties of relative
prices, sectorial productivity, capital accumulation and labor force movements. I come
back to the endogeneity issue in next section.
A ¯nal implication of the model is related to the distribution of employment between
tradable and non-tradable sectors. Indeed, we can analyze to what extent the evolution
of manufacturing employment vis-a-vis non-manufacturing sectors can be explained by
the observed evolution of wages. Rearranging terms in equation (10) we get9
































wT=w0 is a measure of the tradable wage gap. The condition to keep manufacturing
employment constant is not the same as the one required to keep aggregate employment
constant, as labor can move between tradable and non-tradable sectors without a®ecting
the level of unemployment. This will depend on the response of the demand and supply
of NT to changes in tradable markets and real wages. In terms of the model, if c w0 =
c we j¹> c wT, falls in manufacturing employment are completely absorbed in NT sectors.
Summarizing, the model has two empirical implications. First, we can estimate the
evolution of wages consistent with no change in unemployment according to equation (8)
8According to equation (8), the e®ect of exogenous shocks on equilibrium wages depends on the
characteristics of the production structure. As long as the production structure is not dramatically
a®ected by excess real wages, the assumption that c we j¹= b e w is reasonable. The characteristics of the
production structure are the distribution of employment and the share of capital in total costs, variables
that tend to be quite stable over the course of the business cycle. Indeed, more than 95% of the variation
in the variables of the right hand side of (8) is explained by shocks and not by variations in the initial
conditions.




µKi (c Pi+ d T FPi)+
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14to check whether the evolution of aggregate employment is consistent with changes in
the wage gap. Second, we can perform a similar exercise to determine whether a similar
mechanism is behind the evolution of manufacturing employment. The following section
provides empirical validity for such relationships.
3 Empirical Estimation
I examine the NBER Productivity Database for 448 4-digit manufacturing sectors from
1958 until 1996. It contains data on sectorial employment, producer prices, value-added
and production, materials, energy, labor and capital costs as well as data on total-factor
productivity changes and capital stock. Data for an aggregate non-tradable sector are
obtained from several sources; employment shares from the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS) and TFP changes are calculated as the di®erence between the growth of non-
manufacturing output (from national accounts) and the rate of change in services em-
ployment and capital stock obtained from BLS.
Due to data limitations, I assume that all technological change has been Hicks-neutral.
Therefore, the terms ±Lj ¡ ±Kj in equation (8) vanish for j 2 T;NT. This assumption
has the limitation of imposing a null e®ect on real wages of productivity changes in
non-tradable industries. The only missing data required to compute each component
in (8) is the elasticity of substitution between labor and capital in each sector. For
simplicity, it is assumed that ¾j = 1 8j 2 T;NT. I support this assumption for two
reasons. First, almost all the variation in the components of equation (8) comes from the
shocks themselves, and not from changes in the structural parameters imbedded in them.
Moreover, the evolution of constant-unemployment wages does not change with the use
of alternative measures of ¾i.10 Second, several studies show that a unitary elasticity
10I estimated (not reported) the elasticity of substitution between labor and capital for each industry
based on a CES production function, yielding values between 0.5 and 6. The inclusion of this values
have a negligible e®ect on the evolution of the components of constant-unemployment wages.
15of substitution between labor and capital is a reasonable value (see Krueger (1981)). A
drawback of this assumption is that it implies a null e®ect of capital accumulation in
non-tradable sectors on real wages. However, this series is highly correlated with capital
accumulation in manufacturing sectors, so the latter variable captures a major part of the
e®ect of aggregate capital accumulation.
The assumption that labor and capital are the only factors of production implies that
production has to be measured in value-added terms and price changes as value-added









where µji is the share of intermediate input j = materials, energy in total output.11 I
¯rst compute the for each year the values for each element on the right hand side of (8),
and then I either calculate or estimate the evolution of constant-unemployment wages.




























































11The results are not a®ected is relative changes in product prices rather than value-added prices are
used.
16where b pi is the change in the relative value-added price of sector i de°ated by a
weighted average (by value-added) of manufacturing nominal product prices, i stands for
each 448 4-digit SIC manufacturing industries and N stands for an aggregate of non-
tradable sectors.12
[Insert Figure 4]
Figure 4 plots an index of dPRICE; dTFPT and dKT computedas It = It¡1(1+dIt)
with I0 = 1. The well documented stagnation of productivity growth in mid 1970s and
1980s is evident. Indeed, the level of real wages mandated by productivity changes in
manufacturing industries in 1996 is 9% higher than its level in 1973, compared to the
17% di®erence between 1973 and 1958. The evolution of the relative price index shows a
dramatic downward pressure on wages in the 1970s, followed by a smooth upward trend
thereafter. This results is consistent with Leamer's 1998 result that the 1970s experienced
a dramatic fall in prices of labor-intensive manufacturing products. The level of the real
wage induced by changes in relative prices was 22% lower in 1970 compared to its 1958-
level.
[Insert Figure 5]
It is possible to decompose the e®ect of changes in manufacturing prices, productivity
and capital stock into two components: one related to the direct impact in real wages
through changes in tradable sectors' labor demand, and a second indirect impact through
changes in the demand and supply of non-tradable goods. Figure 5 shows three panels
that plots the direct and indirect impact on real wages of these three components of
constant-unemployment wages. Panel (a) reveals that the direct impact of variations in
relative prices is very similar to the indirect impact, although the during the 1970s and
beginningof1980sthe strongest e®ect was due tochangesinNT demand. Thedemand for
12The results do not change if rather than de°ating nominal value-added prices with average manufac-
turing product prices we use CPI in°ation.
17NT has also reacted signi¯cantly to changes in multi-factor productivity in manufacturing
industries. Finally, the direct impact of capital accumulation in manufacturing industries
has been minor compared to its indirect e®ect.
[Insert Figure 6]
With all the components of equation (8) we can now compute an index for the evo-
lution of real wages consistent with a constant rate of unemployment. Figure 6 plots
the unemployment rate between 1959 and 1996 against indices of observed real hourly
compensation costs and constant-unemployment wage changes.13 There exists a clear
relationship between unemployment and the wage gap in the 1974 and 1981 recessions,
as well as other smaller short-run °uctuations. However, there exists also a very neat
medium-runassociation betweenthese variables, that go beyond the short-runcycles. For
example, the 1970s is a decade of a steady increase in real compensation costs. However,
downward pressures on wages, specially from product price changes, are signi¯cant. The
fail of observed real compensation costs to follow the constant-unemployment wage path
coincides with the rise in unemployment since the beginning of the 1970s. The evolution
of unemployment since its peak in 1981 has a similar explanation. Aside from the evi-
dent cyclical °uctuations, the stagnation of real wages in a period of increasing upward
pressures on constant-unemployment wages (due to price and productivity pressures) co-
incide with the steady fall in unemployment, only altered by the 1991 recession. Finally,
this medium run relationship is more evident in 1960s. The steady fall in unemployment
coincides with a observed wages growing at a smaller rate then constant-unemployment
wages, all over a period with minor negligible employment cycles.
13Real hourly compensation costs from BLS include all workers instead of production workers only,
and they also include all compensations and not only wages. (See Lawrence and Slaughter (1993) and
Bosworth and Perry (1994) for discussions on these di®erences.) I prefer real compensation costs because
they better re°ect ¯rms' hiring costs (the relevant concept in the model). However, the use of real hourly
wages does not a®ect the results.
18This evidence, that requires further analysis, is important because it weakens the
problem associated with the of endogeneity of the components of constant-unemployment
wages. Short-run °uctuations may have an impact on productivity, capital accumulation
or even relative prices. Therefore, any interpretation of causality in equation (8) may be
subject to criticism. However, in longer periods, when the endogeneity issue vanishes, the
association betweenunemploymentandthe wage gapseems to hold. Inany case, it is nec-
essary to discuss the possible endogeneity of the components of constant-unemployment
wages.
Regarding price changes, I have shown elsewhere using the same database14 that
capital-intensive industries tend to have relative price increases in expansions and rel-
ative price falls in recessions. In that paper I argue that an explanation where relative
price changes cause labor demand shifts and wage adjustments that in equilibrium gen-
erate the observed changes in aggregate employment. In any case, as it becomes clear
bellow, no signi¯cant relationship between the price components of c we and the evolution
of aggregate employment exists.
Regarding productivity changes and capital accumulation, it has been argued by dif-
ferent authors that the evolution of productivity and the capital stock was a®ected by
the path of the unemployment rate, specially during the 1970s. Bruno and Sachs (1985)
argue that excessive real wages discouraged investment, producing the slowdown in capi-
tal accumulation and a®ecting productivity growth in the medium run. Gordon (1995)
o®ers a di®erent view, where high unemployment rates causes high productivity growth.
In the case of investment, the data show that variations in capital stock are very
smooth for the period under analysis. Thereby, they are not a signi¯cant source of pro-
cyclicality of full-employment wages. However, even if aggregate capital accumulation in
the short-run can be considered exogenous, the sectorial distribution of that capital is cer-
tainly expected to be a®ected by the evolution of relative prices and productivity growth
14See Claro 2002.
19across industries. The term dKT suggests however that the cross-industry distribution
of capital accumulation has a very minor impact on full-employment wages, unless the
cross-industry dispersion if very high. This is not the case. With respect to productivity
growth, although arguments like labor hoarding could be behind the cyclical evolution of
aggregate productivity, this does not seem to be the most signi¯cant part of the expla-
nation. This is because the correlation between employment changes and productivity
change at the sectorial level is rather small. As discussed in Claro (2002), although ex-
pansions are periods of relative goods price and productivity changes in capital-intensive
industries, the increase in wages is also greater in these sectors. Therefore, no clear
pattern of employment at the micro level exists between employment and productivity.
Nevertheless, even if productivity growth were endogenous to a signi¯cant extent, the re-
sults below reveal that the di®erence between observed wages and the other determinants
of market-clearing wages have a signi¯cant impact on the evolution of unemployment. I
continue with these caveats in mind.
[Insert Table 1]
I present two alternative approaches to provide a more systematic analysis of the
association between unemployment and the di®erence between observed and constant-
unemployment wages. The ¯rst approach, called calibration method, follows literally
the model in the sense of computing the evolution of constant-unemployment wages as
the linear sum of the components in expression (8). This is the variable plotted in
¯gure 6. The ¯rst column in table 1 shows the results of a regression of equation (15).
The left-hand-side variable is the percentage change in unemployment rate b ¹ and the
right-hand-side variables are the percentage change in observed and calibrated constant-
unemployment wages. Both variables are highly signi¯cant and have the expected signs.
The probability that the absolute value of the coe±cients are equal (restriction implicit
in (15)) is 75%. Therefore, increases in unemployment are associated with increases in
the ratio of observed to constant-unemployment wages. This result is not a®ected by the
20inclusion of the initial level of unemployment as independent variable. Regression (3)
provides evidence that this relationship holds if trends, rather than one-year changes, are
considered. In column 3, all three variables in 4-year moving averages. (Other trends
yield similar results.)
[Insert Figure 7]
Implicit in the ¯rst three regressions of table 1 is a generalization of equation (15),
where b ¹ = ®c w0¡¯c we +À. The literal implication of the model is ® = ¯. The evolution
of the wage gap with this restriction is depicted in ¯gure 7 The upper graph plots the
percentage change in ¹ against the log change in the wage ratio w0=we. The correlation
coe±cient is 0.62. The bottom graph shows the evolution of an index of the ratio of
observed to constant-unemployment wages and the unemployment rate. The lack of an
initial condition for the wage ratio implies that speci¯c value of the index (arbitrarily set
to 1 in 1958) is meaningless. The positive and signi¯cant correlation of 0.81 con¯rms
that excessive real wages can explain a signi¯cant part of the unemployment path in
the United States in the last 40 years. Therefore, a classical or supply-side explanation
of unemployment is supported by the data. Nevertheless, the results also show that
something else is behind the recovery in 1979 and the recession in 1991.
An alternative approach - regression method - can be performed. It is based on a
more °exible interpretation of equation (8), allowing the coe±cients of the determinants
of constant-unemployment wages to di®er from 1 and from each other. This is equivalent
to consider that changes in exogenous variables a®ect c we j¹ in the following manner:
c we = °0 +°1dPRICE + °2dTFPT + °3dKT + °4dLF + ": (17)
Thegeneral form ofequation(15) becomes b ¹ = ®c wo¡¯(°0+°1dPRICE+°2dTFPT+
°3dKT + °4dLF + ") + À. Column 4 in table 1 reports the result of this regression.
All variables have expected signs, and only dLF is not signi¯cant. Note also that the
coe±cient on observed compensation costs is very similar to the same variable in the ¯rst
21three regressions, showing that its e®ect on unemployment changes does not depend on
the speci¯cation form of constant-unemployment wages. This feature is used to identify
from the coe±cients of regression (4) the component related to the determinants of full-




Imposing the restriction that ¯ = ¡® = ¡4:028 (see regression (4) in table 1), the
resulting° coe±cients are reportedin table 2. Withthese coe±cients it is possible toesti-
mate the evolution of an index of the ratio between observed and constant-unemployment
wages. This is depicted in ¯gure 8, con¯rming the evidence of ¯gure 7.
[Insert Table 3]
Finally, the model provides a simple yet insightful examination of the determinants
of employment in manufacturing industries. The results of the empirical estimation of
equation (16) are reported in table 3. Using the same procedure described above, I com-
pute the series for the determinants of constant-manufacturing-employment wages based
on (16). Column 1 uses as observed wages the percentage change in average manufactur-
ing real wages, while column 2 uses average economy-wide wages. The probability that
the coe±cients on c w0 and c wT are equal in regression 1 is 97%. Regression 3 allows for
di®erent e®ects of the determinants of c wT. The results strongly support the mechanism
stressed in the paper; wage changes in excess of those required to keep manufacturing
employment constant do have a signi¯cant e®ect on the evolution of LT.
4 Conclusion
The paper conveys one fundamental message: real labor compensation costs in the United
States have failed to follow their market-clearing path, and the consequent wage gap can
22signi¯cantly track the evolution of unemployment. This signi¯cant relationship is valid
not only to explain some important short-run °uctuations of the employment cycle in the
last 40 years but also medium-run trends in the unemployment rate. Is this surprising?
No, as long as we expect that markets adjust either through prices or quantities. Yes,
because the labor demand curve by which the wage gap is measured is a neoclassical one
where aggregate demand policies or shocks are sterile. Without ruling out the role of
demand shocks in some speci¯c events, this casts doubts on the validity of the rejection
of a neoclassical labor demand function by some natural rate theories, suggesting that
a signi¯cant portion of the evolution of unemployment during the last 40 years in the
United States can be interpreted as a supply-side phenomenon. In this context, the role
for demand policies is less clear, and a fall in real wages appears to play a critical role in
generating rises in aggregate employment.
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Decomposition of Wage Determinants
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Unemployment and the Wage Gap
(1) (2) (3)* (4)
Variable D m D m D m D m
Constant 0.010 0.066 0.025 0.215
0.026 0.105 0.015 0.070
D w0 4.479 4.207 2.420 4.029
1.523 1.615 1.086 1.296













2 0.387 0.393 0.530 0.677
Adjusted R 
2 0.351 0.338 0.500 0.625
Sample 1960-96 1960-96 1963-96 1960-96
Source: NBER Productivity Database
Standard Errors in italics
Variables:
D m: Percentage change in the unemployment rate

























Variables D LT D LT D LT
Constant -0.003 -0.003 -0.022
0.006 0.005 0.006
D w0 -1.481 -0.712 -1.991
0.820 0.320 0.696









2 0.205 0.239 0.635
Adjusted R 
2 0.158 0.194 0.590
Sample 1960-96 1960-96 1960-96
Standard Errors in Italics
Note:
*  D w0 refers to average manufacturing wage changes
**  D w0 refers to average economy-wide wage changes
Variables
D LT: % change in manufacturing employment
D wT = D PRICE_T + D TFPT_T + D KT_T
D PRICE_T: Price in right-hand-side of (16)
D TFPT_T: TFP term in rhs of (16)
D KT_T: K term in rhs of (16)
Dependent Variable